20PX’S BRAINSTORMING WORKSHEET

BABY NAME IDEAS

Need a name for a new human? These popular name categories have worked out
to some degree for billions of humans everywhere, so why not for your nameless child!
Instructions: Do what it says in the left column. Write down the name in the right column which will be your list of
name suggestions! If it helps, you can keep a specific gender in mind when you come up witih your names.

DO THIS:

WRITE NAME HERE:

Quick! Write down the first common name that pops into
your head!
Open a Map app or website. Close your eyes. Pan and zoom
around. Point to a spot with your finger. Write down the
word closest to your finger. (Spin a globe if you’re old school!)
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What is today’s month, day of the week or season?

Name your favorite weather type or weather event.
Open your Twitter/Instagram/Facebook feed. Close your eyes.
Scroll fast! Open your eyes. Start reading until you see a word
that could be used to address a human.
What is your favorite flower?

What was the last fruit you ate?
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Open your compass app. Write down the direction you are
currently facing.
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Write down a name you like.

Write down another name you like.

Now mash those names together using parts of both names.

What is a name that is shared by at least 3 people you know?
Combine it with the name you mashed up previously for a super
unique name that probably nobody has.
Think of a word related to money, power or wealth.
Open up your music library. Sort by Artist. Scroll quickly,
stop randomly and point to an artist.
Pick a name. Now make up a new alternative way to spell it.

Write down the first name of a historical figure you admire.

What was the make or model of your first car?

Name a character from your favorite movie or tv show.
Take your name or your partner/parent/grandparent’s name.
Add junior or a number to it.
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